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SYSTEMS

Pure White Grey White

rAL 9010 |  SP 25  |  2W690 rAL 9002 |  SP 25  |  2W007

GrAPhite Grey

rAL 7024 |  SP 25  |  2G150

LiGht Grey

rAL 7035 |  SP 25  |  2G330

AnthrAcite Grey

rAL 7016 |  Pu 35 |  7G082

GrAPhite Grey (textured)

rAL 7024 |  SP 35 tex |  2G55A

White ALuminium (metALLic)

rAL 9006 |  Pur 55|  e0906

jet bLAck

rAL 9005 |  SP 25 |  2n068

White ALuminium (metALLic)

rAL 9006 |  Pu 35  |  7A546

SiGnAL bLAck (textured)

rAL 9004 |  SP 35 tex |  2n09A

fLAme red GentiAL bLue

White ALuminium (metALLic)

rAL 9006 |  Pur 55  |  Ghdx06

Grey ALuminium (metALLic)

rAL 9007 |  Pu 35 |  7A050

rAL 5010 |  SP 25 |  2b324rAL 3000 |  Pu 35 |  7r216

COLOURS  
AND DECORS

cOmPAny heAdQuArterS:

dekmetAL Ltd.
Tiskařská 10/257
108 00 Praha 10
Czech Republic

e-mail: info@dekmetal.com

PrOductiOn AreA:

dekmetAL Ltd.
Dřísy 286
277 14 Dřísy
Czech Republic

SP 35  |   LiGht WOOd SP 35  |   dArk WOOd

beiGe ALder ALder bernStein

PrOductiOn PLAnt eQuiPPed 
With the LAteSt mOdern 
technOLOGy

DEKMETAL features a unique new production line for finishing 
flat roof profiles, façade systems, and other atypical products 
made of sheet metal, according to the customer’s request, 
with a range of up to 6 m in length.

Basic production possibilities: division, excision, and 
perforation of sheet metal up to 3 mm in thickness, cutting 
and bending up to 6 m in length, straightening out sheet 
metal, once unwound from the coils of individual parts, on 
straightening levelers.

Production of regular sheet metal elements for façade and roof 
systems, special flashings, as well as atypical elements, are all 
custom-made, according to individual client expectations.

AbOut uS

DEKMETAL is engaged in the manufacture and supply of 
roofing and façade systems, including custom made sheet 
metal products.
The company offers its partners professional designs of 
functional, technically sophisticated and aesthetic solutions, 
which meet the individual requirements of investors, architects, 
and project planners.

A major advantage of the DEKMETAL company is its 
comprehensive service based on flexible terms of delivery 
and technical support throughout the entire implementation 
process. 

• More than 150 implemented façades per year.

• More than 3,000 tons of material in stock.

• Modern machinery. 

• Completed projects in the European Union, Russia, 
England, Norway, and in Africa.



DEKLAMELLA DEKPROFILE CR/TRDEKCASSETTE DEKPROFILE FOR ARCHITECT

The DEKCASSETTE® façade cassettes take the 
shape of square or rectangular curved elements, 
which are attached by screws to the supporting grid. 
They are produced as a variation of the interlocking 
latch system without visible joints, or with some 
joints kept visible to convey a more technical 
appearance.

DEKCASSETTES are tailor-made for every façade 
and adapt to the originality of each architectural 
design in each of the works.

The DEKLAMELLA® is a rectangular element with 
one predominant dimension, an interlocking latch 
system, and a visible shaped (for Deklamella for 
Architect only) wall.

The lamella is fastened with the help of screws to 
the supporting grid by sliding its lower edge into 
the lock of another, already fastened lamella, and 
by screwing in the upper edge. A T-dividing profile 
or, in some cases, spacer(s) is inserted into the 
vertical joint between the lamella slats. The fastening 
elements are hidden. The joints between slats are 
adjustable within the following range: 5-50 mm. All 
elements are kept safe by a protective film during 
the production, transportation, and installation 
processes.

The DEKPROFILE® TR and CR visual elements 
create an industrial appearance on the façade, 
affordable for all. A profile of the trapezoidal or 
corrugated shape is suitable not only for industrial 
halls, but it is possible to use for almost any 
building as a more financially viable solution. An 
advantage of using these profiles is their ability to 
highlight precise and clean lines of the whole object. 
A combination with other visual elements from the 
DEKCASSETTE® line is also possible. The profiles 
themselves can be oriented vertically, horizontally, or 
even in a diagonal direction. 

DEKPROFILE® FOR ARCHITECTS is projected as 
a special design series of profiled visual elements, 
complementing the standard DEKPROFILE® TR and 
CR product lines. Using these profiles on the façade 
creates a remarkable aesthetic appearance.

Within the production capabilities of the DEKMETAL 
company, it is also possible to customize individual 
profile dimensions, according to the requirements 
of each building project, or to manufacture a special 
profile shape, according to requests voiced by an 
architect or investor. Painted elements are kept 
safe by a protective film during the production, 
transportation, and installation processes.


